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The financial reporting system – what is it?

MICHAEL POWER *

Department of Accounting, London School of Economics and Political Science, London, UK

This experimental essay constructs a conversation between systems thinking and financial
reporting. First, general ideas of system and ecology are introduced and used to inform a
review of three overlapping clusters of accounting research. Each of these clusters assumes
and emphasises different system characteristics. Second, these characteristics are blended
within the model of the financial reporting system as a risk cycle. Third, critical challenges
in modelling the financial reporting system are considered, with a focus on the position of
a financial reporting regulator. Finally, in a thought experiment, the perspective of a
hypothetical non-executive director on the board of a regulator with system-wide
responsibilities is adopted. The essay proposes some questions that such a director
could expect a model of the financial reporting system would help to answer.
Borrowing from ecology, it is argued that any model of the financial reporting system
must: be as simple as possible without being too simple; be dynamic and focused on
relationships rather than static entities; and embrace risk and uncertainty to avoid
‘illusions of control’.

Keywords: ecology; financial reporting; risk regulation; risk cycle; systems theory; systems
thinking

1. Introduction

Large corporate failures and scandals, like Carillion in the United Kingdom, inevitably generate
reflection on wider issues (House of Commons 2018). It is not simply that a large public organ-
isation has been badly managed, with poor strategic processes and inadequate risk management.
Rather, the spotlight inevitably falls on the regulatory framework and on the different agencies
which act as gatekeepers for the quality of company reporting and behaviour. It is often asked
why weaknesses at the organisational level are not understood and acted upon by these
gatekeepers, such as external auditors. Retrospective diagnoses have pointed to ‘systemic
flaws’ (House of Commons 2018, p. 6) and problems with the ‘quality of the system as a
whole’ (Brydon Review 2019, p.71). In short, investigations of individual scandals and events
invariably point towards systemic issues, and to the actors who seem to be responsible, not
least among which are regulators like the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) in the UK
(Kingman Review 2018).
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At the time of writing this essay, the UK government has launched a major consultation,
synthesising and building on prior reviews, on the reform of audit and corporate governance
(BEIS 2021). Yet, such demands for change to the system of corporate accountability are
hardly new. The Royal Mail case in the late 1920s ushered in an entirely new Companies Act
in the UK with increased accounting responsibilities for Directors (Bircher 1988). The collapse
of the Maxwell empire gave birth to the Cadbury Code in 1992 (Spira and Slinn 2013). And the
failures of Enron and Worldcom in the United States pointed the spotlight at the whole system of
financial reporting, and gave rise to the far reaching requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley legis-
lation (Ge and McVay 2005). These and other examples, and the landscape of policy reforms that
they engendered, are readily familiar to us and provide a steady and renewable stream of case
studies for students. However, the concept of ‘system’, which is embedded in these policy reac-
tions and their discourses, is not further specified in any depth.

How can reforms to a system be proposed and enacted without a clear understanding of
that system and its dynamics? Is system-talk any more than a series of loose metaphors used
cheaply by policy makers after high profile investigations, part of their rhetoric of reform? Or
is there indeed an underlying financial reporting ‘system’ which exists, can be represented,
and can inform meaningful reforming interventions? Of course, we know a great deal
about the visible actors of the system – auditors, boards, standard setters – who are part of
what has come to be called the ‘financial reporting supply chain’ and who interact and col-
laborate in networks (Knechel et al. 2020). This is obvious to any practitioner. However, we
know much less about how these interactions and relationships add up to, and continuously
perform, something we could call a ‘financial reporting eco-system’ (Center for Audit
Quality 2021). Accordingly, in this experimental essay I endeavour to set up a conversation
between ‘systems thinking’ (Senge and Sterman 1992, Checkland 1999, Holling 2001) and
financial reporting.

In the next section, I briefly review systems thinking with a view to developing its poten-
tial applicability to financial reporting. This is followed by a selective review of different
streams of accounting research in order to tease out their latent system assumptions.
Drawing on work in political science, these assumptions are integrated to suggest that the
financial reporting system can be meaningfully represented as a risk cycle drawing on the
framework of ‘risk regulation regimes’ (RRRs) (Hood et al. 1999). Three core challenges
for system specification as a risk cycle are identified: boundaries, granularity and rationality.
The argument then considers the implications for regulation. If regulators like the FRC in the
UK and its proposed successor body, the Audit, Reporting and Governance Authority
(ARGA), choose to engage in the work of mapping/modelling the financial reporting
system, they must contend with further issues: how to think about their own role in a
system in which they are not necessarily at the controlling centre; how to represent the
multi-levelled complexity of relations and interactions between and within multiple system
components; and how to balance the costs and benefits of building such a model of the
system. Finally, the argument takes a more explicitly prescriptive stance by using the con-
struct of an imaginary non-executive director with oversight responsibilities for the financial
reporting system as whole. We consider what such a ‘system steward’ would need from a
model of the financial reporting system and, in particular, some of the key questions and
issues that such a model should help to address. That the financial reporting system is a
complex ecology comprising multiple and diverse sources of risk regulation is not a particu-
larly surprising or original conclusion of this analysis. The policy question is whether regu-
latory agencies should engage in structural interventions in this system without investing
more in representing its dynamics, not least to understand better its inherent self-organising
properties which are often invisible.
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2. Systems thinking in brief

A system is understood as a whole with a function and comprises interacting elements in support
of that function (Arnold and Wade 2015). The more numerous these elements and sub-systems
then the more complex the system, and some sub-systems may be critical to the functioning of
the whole (Holling 2001, p. 391). For systems theorising in biology and ecology, the self-organ-
ising or autopoietic properties of complex systems are important, properties which can be signifi-
cantly disrupted under conditions of man-induced climate change. Eco-systems must be both
adaptive to conserve themselves in their environments but also innovative and opportunistic.
Holling (2001) argues that both natural and social systems consist of layers of adaptive cycles
in what he calls a panarchy. The different sub-system layers are characterised by different
speeds for their adaptive cycles. Thus, accounting practice at the organisational level; standard
setting at the regulatory level; and conceptions of the purpose of financial statements at the insti-
tutional or cultural level can be imagined as linked adaptive cycles with different speeds of
change and renewal in the face of experience.

Holling’s model of system complexity shows how adaptive cycles pass through phases of
growth and accumulation leading to increased interconnectedness which in turn generates vul-
nerability and disconnectedness. A loss of tight connectedness in a system creates resilience,
but also opportunities for reconstruction and innovation which stimulate growth again. An adap-
tive cycle like this at one level is protected by the levels above it which move at slower speeds of
change. Ecosytems ‘transfer, test and store experience in the form of self-organized patterns that
repeat themselves’ (Holling 2001, p. 401). We might ordinarily call these self-organised patterns
institutions and they are the outcome of ideas being incorporated into slower parts of the different
sub-system levels. However, there can also be sub-system pathologies which threaten sustain-
ability. Forms of reconstruction in a cycle can have a perverse resilience which ensures survival
but smothers innovation, resulting in a ‘rigidity trap’. External forces can also damage a cycle,
producing low connectedness but also low creative potential and resilience, namely a ‘poverty
trap’. And both these traps at the sub-system level can be transmitted to other levels of the
system, with catastrophic consequences for natural and institutional sustainability. As an
example, in the UK it is argued (BEIS 2021) that the financial auditing system has not
evolved (rigidity trap) to the point where its resilience is also at risk (poverty trap).

The sociologist Niklas Luhmann constructed an entire theory of society in terms of systems
(he was not alone in this – see also Parsons 1951). According to Luhmann (1995), society is com-
posed of sub-systems one of which is the law. These sub-systems are essentially communicative
in nature and process communication according to their own binary code or logic (e.g. legality/
illegality in the case of law). Different systems with different codes never interact because these
codes are incommensurable, but they can come into relations with, and ‘irritate’, one another and
become what he calls ‘structurally coupled’. Borrowing from evolutionary biology, Luhmann
suggests that systems react to the irritation of being structurally coupled in terms of their internal
organising logic.

Luhmann’s thinking is well known to be challenging and is relatively unused by accounting
researchers, in part because its empirical implications are unclear. Yet his vision of a system
which is constantly transacting communicatively with its environment (which are other societal
sub-systems) and which is processing these transactions in terms of its own code, is an initially
appealing one when thinking about financial reporting. Society has developed by creating ever
more of these discrete, specialised and relatively autonomous sub-systems. Intuitively, we can
think of financial accounting as one such sub-system with its own ‘code’ (Hessling and Pahl
2006). For example, the rules of recognition which determine whether an asset or liability can
enter primary financial statements is a possible candidate for such a system-constituting code.
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However, building this idea in a meaningful way is challenging, not least because corporate
reporting is much more than the annual production of primary financial statements. It is charac-
terised by formal and informal communications throughout the year and managers may be motiv-
ated to selectively disclose information. The production of financial statements is also
intertwined with legal institutions, not least in the legal requirements for audit (Freedman and
Power 1991). And in 2021, so-called ‘voluntary’ disclosures of key non-financial performance
indicators are on the rise. Does it make sense and is it useful to follow Luhmann to suggest
that all these aspects of real-world financial reporting conform to a communicative code that
is the essential logic of the system?

Formal systems theory broadly distinguishes between open and closed systems. There are
theoretical debates in different fields about the nature of this openness and closure. For
Luhmann, as noted already, all social sub-systems have a principle of closure embedded in
terms of their code, but they are also open to all manner of irritation from other systems in
their environment, not least from the law (Bromwich and Hopwood 1992) and economics
(Power 2010). The calculation of distributable profits is one area of explicit system intersection
(Leuz et al. 1998, ICAEW 2017).

Biological conceptions of open systems have greatly influenced the social sciences. Indeed,
in the wake of the financial crisis of 2009, regulators interested in the conservation of the finan-
cial system turned to epidemiological models to improve their understanding of systemic risk
(Haldane and May 2011) – somewhat ironic given the pandemic which began in 2020. Critics
have suggested that this biologism imports a conservative bias – the function of a system is to
survive and reproduce – into social science. This was the essence of the debate between
Luhmann and his Marxist critics (Bausch 1997). However, Holling’s eco-system model of adap-
tive cycles shows how they can be both conserving and innovating at the same time, allowing
also for the rare conditions of revolution under which innovation destroys the existing system.

An important issue for the potential transfer of biological insights about systems to organis-
ational settings is that of perspectivism. In short, social systems like financial reporting may
contain many real components but they are also representations which may be constructed for
specific purposes by different human audiences. Thus, Luhmann’s systems theory is a specific
way of representing society and its dynamics as we saw above. If we think of ‘the railway
system’ as a paradigm case, it seems real enough if we begin with the physical network of
rails and rolling stock. This is how an engineer would think of the system. But equally a
lawyer might view it as a network of contracts for the delivery of services. Thus, system speci-
fication may be perspectival; judgements about what is and is not part of a system or infrastruc-
ture is relational and depends on the interests of the observer (Star 1999, p. 380). These issues
become more acute when we think about the financial reporting system. For example,
Knechel et al. (2020) argue for a conception of the financial reporting eco-system which high-
lights how ‘audit quality’ is co-produced by distributed agencies and is not solely a function
of the auditor. Social systems specification will highlight the forms of connectedness that the spe-
cifier considers to be important.

Rather than engage in debate about the reality of systems given different perspectives, the
issue before us is a more pragmatic one, namely whether it is useful to think about financial
reporting ‘as if’ it is a discrete system, as others have done at the organisational level for manage-
ment information systems (Checkland 1999). Proponents of such systems thinking argue norma-
tively that it is methodologically valuable to shift the analytical mindset from specific events,
such as the financial reporting scandals of recent years which attract so much attention, to the
overall structures, system processes and recurrent patterns within a definable whole. To under-
stand a system, and the flows of information and people which constitute it, requires a normative
philosophical shift in thinking and a commitment to map dynamic relationships rather than static
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entities. That all social and economic life takes place in systems is something of a given for
enthusiasts of systems thinking – it is only our conventional modes of thought which have pre-
vented us from seeing this. Systems thinking is promoted as a fresh way to address problems and
to learn. It is focused on finding and analysing underlying connectedness (Senge and Sterman
1992). As Ball (2008, p. 431) puts it in the setting of financial reporting, ‘we tend to take the
system we grew up with for granted, so we tend not to scrutinize its very foundations’.

What is clear from this brief exploration of systems theorising and thinking is that they
require an intellectual shift from mapping the financial reporting system as a static inventory
of entities to the modelling of dynamic relationships and adaptive processes within and
between levels with different temporalities or cycle speeds. We need to attend, as Foucault
(1980) argues, to the ‘the system of relations that can be established between these elements
… . [and the] nature of the connection that can exist between these heterogeneous elements’.
We now turn in more detail to academic research in accounting to see how, if at all, systems
thinking is evident.

3. The financial reporting system: three perspectives

Despite the increased prevalence of the idea of a financial reporting and auditing eco-system,
there are relatively few academic studies which directly focus on systems issues (Ball 2001,
Bushman and Smith 2001, Mennicken 2010, Knechel et al. 2020), although more which focus
on comparative institutional contexts for financial reporting (e.g. Leuz 2010). One reason for
this may be methodological: empirically it is easier to study parts of a complex system, and to
control for, or ignore, other parts, than it is to examine the behaviour of system components
as if they were an integrated whole. Furthermore, the very idea of system raises inherently diffi-
cult issues of boundary specification, which can be sidestepped to some extent by identifying
boundaries with national jurisdiction or simplified by adopting stylised and constrained game-
theoretic approaches (cf. Stocken and Verrechia 2004). Even organisational-level studies of
internal control or risk management systems face this specification problem, often shading
into fuzzier notions of ‘control’ or ‘risk’ culture. So while the metaphor of system may be attrac-
tive to use in diagnoses of corporate failures calling for change, being more precise poses chal-
lenges to scholars and practitioners alike. In what follows, we search for latent systems thinking
– what we might call the imaginary of a financial reporting system – in three related bodies of
work on financial reporting: capital markets oriented research; political economy; studies of
intermediaries as gatekeepers.

3.1. The financial reporting system as an information ecology

The financial reporting system is a complex multi-incentive infrastructure which shapes financial
reporting practice and is shaped in turn by its institutional environment. For example,

Financial accounting information is the product of corporate accounting and external reporting
systems that measure and publicly disclose audited, quantitative data concerning the financial pos-
ition and performance of publicly held firms. Financial accounting systems provide direct input to
corporate control mechanisms, as well as providing indirect input to corporate control mechanisms
by contributing to the information contained in stock prices. (Bushman and Smith 2001, emphases
added)
An economically efficient public financial reporting and disclosure system requires the following
infrastructure: training an audit profession of adequate numbers, professional ability, and indepen-
dence from managers to certify reliably the quality of financial statements; separating as far as poss-
ible the systems of public financial reporting and corporate income taxation, so that tax objectives do
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not distort financial information; reforming the structure of corporate ownership and governance to
achieve an open-market process with a genuine demand for reliable public information; establishing
a system for setting and maintaining high-quality, independent accounting standards; and, perhaps
most important of all, establishing an effective, independent legal system for detecting and penalizing
fraud, manipulation, and failure to comply with standards of accounting and other disclosure, includ-
ing provision for private litigation by stockholders and lenders who are adversely affected by
deficient financial reporting and disclosure. The scope of these requirements is unavoidably wide,
because the accounting infrastructure complements the overall economic, legal, and political infra-
structure in all countries. (Ball 2001, emphases added)

Given such internal interdependencies in the financial reporting system, it is argued that man-
dated regulatory change of just one part of it is likely to be ineffective (Ball 2001). Beyer
et al. (2010) also argue that the corporate information environment develops endogenously.
They review studies of voluntary disclosure, mandated disclosure, and reporting by analysts
and call for more work to consider their interdependencies while acknowledging the methodo-
logical challenges which this brings. Indeed, as Ball (2008) notes, testing the counterfactual
of an unregulated but self-regulating financial reporting system governed only by contract law
and litigation cannot be done empirically although it can be imagined analytically. In the
terms of Holling’s (2001) eco-system model, Ball’s claims imply that regulation interferes
with the self-organising adaptive cycle of financial reporting practice. At worst, it may in fact
create what Holling calls a ‘rigidity trap’, namely a system characterised by continuing survival
but with low innovation potential and high isolation and disconnection from other sub-systems.
Arguably, such rigidity characterises the ‘audit society’ in which performance reporting systems
are shaped by the reductive logic of the audit trail (Power 1997, 2021).

Within what can be broadly called market-based accounting research (MBAR) system ideas
are largely implicit (e.g. Lev and Ohlson 1982). Here the research approach, primarily grounded
in the economics of information and finance theory, seeks to understand the role of accounting in
price formation – the ‘value relevance’ agenda – and also in contracting, such as performance
evaluation, within capital markets (Holthausen and Watts 2001). We can think of such studies
as focusing on slices of the financial reporting system and seeking econometrically robust associ-
ations between some system elements, or their proxy constructs, while controlling for the influ-
ence of others. As with many empirical studies in social science, there are often posited
theoretical relationships between variables which are then investigated, drawing upon large
data sets. One strand of this work is concerned with the quality of financial reporting, understood
in terms of the problem of ‘earnings management’ (Healy and Wahlen 1999). In broad terms,
accounting enters into MBAR both as an independent variable associated with dependent fea-
tures of price formation, such as analysts’ forecasts, and as a dependent variable which is influ-
enced by factors such as auditor, regulator and manager incentives.

While most MBAR studies may not be routinely concerned with the totality of the financial
reporting system, indirectly they are relevant. For example, the data sets utilised by scholars,
such as high frequency trading data or data in regulatory filings, are in effect the traces of infor-
mation flow within the financial reporting system and support the theorisation of the financial
reporting system as consisting of ‘information channels’ (e.g. Bushman and Smith 2001,
p. 294). Accounting information is assumed to flow, often selectively, to and from different
agents (companies, analysts, auditors). Studies provide increasingly refined and rich insights
into the mutual influences and associations between features of financial reporting, capital
markets and the economic performance of firms and their management.

The foundational paper by Ball and Brown (1968) implies that accounting data is just one
source of information among others for market actors engaged in price formation activity. Relat-
edly, it has been argued that the decision-usefulness of accounting is declining as these other
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sources of information about firm value increase in significance (Lev and Zarowin 1999). In
other words, the information ecology of capital markets is much larger than the formal and
visible financial reporting system (Miller and O’Leary 2000). On one reading, this view chal-
lenges the relevance of conventional accounting information to security price formation, and reg-
ulators and academics have responded by seeking to improve the ‘value relevance’ of
accounting. These efforts range from emphasising the measurement convention of ‘fair value’
to the promotion of entirely new forms of value reporting (Eccles et al. 2002). But such a chal-
lenge to the informational relevance of financial accounting does not mean that the financial
reporting system as whole is dispensable. It is indirectly important to market actors in a
myriad of other ways, such as for debt monitoring and other contracting purposes, as a discipline
over managerial opportunism (Holthausen andWatts 2001, Lambert, 2001) and as baseline infor-
mational hygiene which contributes to trust and thereby to the liquidity of capital markets
(Sunder and Cyert 1997, p. 105).

Accounting scholars have also engaged implicitly with systems thinking in the form of com-
parative studies of national accounting systems, seeking to correlate the quality of reported earn-
ings with institutional features at the national level. In particular, examinations of national
variations in the institutional contexts of financial reporting and auditing focus on the role of
legal and corporate governance ‘systems’ as independent variables associated with the quality
of financial reporting (e.g. Ball et al. 2003, Leuz et al. 2003, Leuz 2010). This work also
focuses on variation in institutional arrangements for the enforcement of financial reporting
and governance standards, rather than the adoption of accounting frameworks, which are
often similar.

These and other studies position national level financial reporting as an embedded sub-
system of a larger financial system and its legal institutions (Leuz and Wüstemann 2004).
Indeed, studies of transitional economies in eastern Europe in the 1990s suggest that state
reform, capital market building involving new legal frameworks, and financial reporting trans-
formation were all mutually interdependent projects (Dutia 1995). Thus, the financial reporting
and auditing system contributes to capacity building in specific phases of economic reconstruc-
tion (for the case of China see Macve 2020). Yet, while the nation state and its legal system is
likely to be the appropriate unit of analysis for thinking about financial reporting enforcement,
this may not be the case for other elements of the system which have their own distinct histories.
For example, Power (2009a) draws on world system theory to suggest that accounting, by
analogy with lex mercatoria, evolved from the self-regulatory practices of merchants before it
became a concern for the legal and financial institutions of nation states.

3.2. The political economy of the financial reporting system

A second perspective on the financial reporting system emerges from the political economy of
accounting. These studies broadly argue that accounting is non-neutral in its representation of
economic performance and systemically prioritises the interests of investors over workers. It
is argued that the academic focus on price formation and contracting discussed above ignores
the manner in which financial reporting is systemically selective about what it does and does
not account for (Hines 1988, Tinker 1991). Indeed, Marxist critics argue that financial reporting
is implicated in: the expropriation of surplus value from labour (Cooper and Sherer 1984,
Lehman and Tinker 1987), environmental degradation (Tinker 1985, Gray and Bebbington
2001), gender discrimination (Tinker and Neimark 1987), and slavery (Annisette 2000).
Within this broad critique, the large accounting firms are conceptualised as intermediaries
with high economic stakes in the capitalist system, and accounting and audit regulators are cap-
tured by powerful interests (Humphrey and Loft 2009, Humphrey et al. 2009). In short, the
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financial reporting system is a system defined fundamentally by power relations and entrenched
economic interests (Perry and Nolke 2006, Arnold 2012).

From this political economyperspective, Carillion in theUKand other failures are not the aber-
rations of the financial reporting system that we are led to believe. Rather such failures are features
of how it actually operates. In other words, the political economy of financial reporting looks
beyond immediate corporate failures to focus on the forms of structurally embedded managerial
and financial power (Coffee 2006, Botzem 2012) which define capitalism. Financial reporting
and its regulators are the more or less captured agents of this system, both economically and intel-
lectually. In ecosystem terms, political economy theorists would argue that the system is in a rigid-
ity trap (Holling 2001) which both stifles innovation and is also hostage to this managerial power.

Elements of the political economy viewpoint, if not their grounding in critical social theory,
are gaining policy traction and even becoming mainstream. Section 172 of the UK Companies
Act 2006 which requires company directors to ‘have regard’ for a variety is stakeholders is
being activated after many years of being merely law ‘on the books’. This is part of an emerging
focus on corporate purpose, on sustainability and on non-economic values which the 2020 pan-
demic has accelerated. Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) performance metrics have
become key topics for corporate boardrooms, and the reality of climate change is no longer
seriously debated. There now seem to be convergent efforts to pluralise the interests which
inform financial reporting. For example, the FRC Laboratory in the UK proposed a new
model of financial reporting (FRC 2020) which suggests that the financial reporting system
must become more explicitly responsive to a wider menu of interests. And yet, the necessity
of this systemic connectivity of accounting and auditing to society was already expressed fifty
years ago (e.g. Flint 1971). The political economy perspective is a persistent reminder of the
accumulated power of economic interests which wish to conserve the financial reporting
system more or less as it is.

3.3. The financial reporting system as a network of gatekeepers

The third perspective or lens on the financial reporting system overlaps to a large extent with both
political economy and information approaches but adopts an explicit agency-theoretic emphasis.
It focuses primarily on the interests and incentives of the actors whose actions ‘perform’ the
system as it actually works, namely, directors, auditors, analysts, accounting regulators and
many others. Whereas pure political economy approaches emphasise the structurally embedded
nature of interests in regulatory systems – making regulation a site where social conflicts and
power are played out – ‘positive accounting theory’ (Watts and Zimmerman 1979) and its var-
iants focus on the role of interests and incentives at the level of specific classes of agent. The
underlying model is that of the economics of agency and the risks of adverse selection which
foreground actors’ incentives to preserve their tenure and the economic benefits which accrue
to that. This agency-theoretic literature is extensive and underpins a great deal of academic
work on private information, discretion and voluntary disclosure (Stocken and Verrechia
2004) and the contracting function of financial reporting (Lambert 2001).

Building on the agency-theoretic emphasis, the financial reporting system can be conceptual-
ised as a network of inter-related ‘gatekeepers’ (Kraakman 1986). Such gatekeepers are interme-
diaries whose institutionally defined purpose is to provide assurance about the quality of financial
reporting and hence the trustworthiness of management as the primary agent. The theory is that
their pledge of reputational capital in discharging their function e.g. auditing, alleviates the
basic principal-agent problem of shareholder capitalism. Their incentive alignment with the
larger goals of the financial reporting system is critical to this gatekeeping process. Coffee
(2001, 2006) argues that the financial reporting scandals and corporate failures of the late 1980s
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and 1990s up to Enron reflected the systemic failure of this alignment. Auditors, analysts and credit
rating agencies were under-incentivised to exercise their capacity to veto or criticise management
representations of earnings. In addition, although nominally independent, they tended to acquiesce
to client pressure because the economic, legal and reputational costs of doing so were low. In the
USA the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation of 2002 (SOX) was largely a reaction to gatekeeper failure
and requires explicit reporting and certification of internal controls over financial reporting by
the senior officers of a company. Many of the concerns of the early 2000s remain evident in the
UK Kingman and Brydon reports, which also focus on the quality of gatekeepers, including regu-
latory bodies, and their enforcement capabilities and incentives. Indeed, two decades after the
USA, the UK is debating SOX style internal control reporting (BEIS 2021).

Financial reporting gatekeeping agents can also be imagined as ‘lines of defence’ (Davies
and Zhivitskaya 2018). Originating in safety policy and practice, the lines of defence idea
suggests the interdependency of gatekeepers in which the failure of one to detect and act upon
poor quality financial reporting is compensated in theory by the vigilance of the other. Impor-
tantly, the model places the first line of defence in the business itself – its control processes
and culture, thereby expanding the population of actors who can be regarded as a gatekeeper.
In the setting of financial reporting this first line of defence exists in financial reporting depart-
ments in organisations populated by professionals whose ethics are regulated by professional
institutes and overseen by finance directors. This less visible gatekeeping function at the organ-
isational practice level is as much a part of the financial reporting system as the board and exter-
nal auditors, who largely rely on it.

The gatekeeping perspective is also consistent with the notion that the financial reporting
system is a multi-agent ‘financial reporting supply chain’ (production, communication, con-
sumption) consisting of gatekeepers and other agents with incentives at different points along
the chain to monitor and assure the quality of the process (Knechel et al. 2020). The metaphor
of the supply chain directs our attention to the nature and strength of the integration between
the actors at each point in that chain. It follows that the financial reporting system is nothing
more than this architecture of agents who perform the system in their daily work. If we want
to study that system and represent it as a system, we would need to study these actors, to
follow them and to trace what they do (Latour 2005).

To summarise, this section has explored three overlapping perspectives on the financial
reporting system which appear to be implicit in three research clusters. The literature review
has been non-systematic and selective. In particular, we have not discussed studies which are
antithetical to the whole idea of system and its functionality (as articulated by Parsons and
Luhmann). For example, ‘Garbage can’ (Cohen et al. 1972) and more ‘emergentist’ (Elder-
Vass 2007) theories suggest that the very idea of a financial reporting system implies more coher-
ence and rationality than really exists. However, subject to the limitations of the literature analy-
sis, Table 1 summarises the argument of this section and contrasts the three systems thinking

Table 1. Research perspectives on the financial reporting system.

Research perspective
Implied core purpose of financial

reporting system
Implied nature of system

interconnectedness

Market based accounting
research

Information for price formation and
contracting

Information channels

Political economy Conservation of the system Power
Gatekeepers (lines of

defence)
Production of trust Networks of gatekeepers
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perspectives on financial reporting in terms of the implied ‘purpose’ of the system and the nature
of the interconnectivity of its elements. Table 1 draws attention to the fact that the question ‘what
is the financial reporting system?’ may have more than one answer depending on the optic of the
observer.

Each of the three research clusters implies a different focus on the core purpose of the system,
namely information for price formation and contracting, conservation of power, and production
of trust by a network of agents. Yet these three perspectives are clearly intertwined and we can
make this more explicit by drawing on political science and the notion of a risk regulation
regime.

4. The financial reporting system as a risk cycle

Hood et al. (2001) utilise cybernetic ideas to construct a framework for the comparative analysis
of what they call risk regulatory ‘regimes’ (RRRs). RRRs are conceptualised in terms of three
levels or sub-systems: Directing or standard setting, Detecting or monitoring; and Deterring
or enforcing. It is a simple but compelling representation of a regulatory system. Regulatory stan-
dards of performance are set which express the purpose of the system; organisational and indi-
vidual compliance with these standards is monitored; deviance and non-compliance are
sanctioned. The system is also characterised by continuous feedback between the sub-system
levels leading to potential reform and learning at each level. This ideal-typical schema is used
to map different regimes for regulating risks and their sub-system components. The mapping
process reveals different institutional configurations and the analytical task is to explain these
differences (Hood et al. 1999). For example, the analysis helps to explain why, for example,
we regulate background radiation from radon in an institutionally different way from dangerous
dogs.

This RRR framework can be represented dynamically as a ‘risk cycle’ (Hardy et al. 2020) of
connected sub-systems with different temporal orientations. Thus, standard setting agencies
manage the risks to financial reporting prospectively. Monitoring agencies manage the risks to
the financial reporting as it is practiced in real time. Enforcement agencies manage the risks
to financial reporting system retrospectively, sometimes producing major reports and inquiries
like Brydon and Kingman in the UK which, in theory, lead to system learning. These three differ-
ent temporal orientations are intertwined as an ecology of connected sub-systems and agencies
with different speeds of adaptation and change.

Each sub-system in this risk cycle is populated by different institutional agencies (gate-
keepers) with their own interests. The cycle is dependent on the flow of information both
within and between the three sub-systems. And the multi-actor cycle as a whole is a network
of power relationships. Figure 1 visualises this cyclical conceptualisation of the financial report-
ing system and thereby integrates the three research lenses developed in the previous section.

For illustrative purposes, each sub-system of the financial reporting system in Figure 1 is
populated by a number of agencies, some of which straddle sub-systems. A regulator like
FRC appears in each sub-system, reflecting its role as a ‘system’ actor with overall responsibil-
ities for system functioning. External auditors are likely to figure in, and span, both monitoring
and enforcement sub-systems and can be evaluated in terms of their contribution to each sub-
function. In short, key actors in a system do not always operate only in one functional sub-
system.

Many of the agencies listed in Figure 1 are unsurprising and well-known (Bushman and
Smith 2001, Ball 2008, ICAEW 2019). Yet even this simple and incomplete cyclical represen-
tation of the system raises critical issues. For example, the sources of standards for practice
are varied and internally multi-levelled. Here agencies of direction are not only the usual
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institutional actors, such as IASB and FASB, but include the law, professional and industry
associations and the technical departments of accounting firms, all operating at different
system speeds (Holling 2001) and with varying degrees of connectedness to each other. Even
significant individuals, such as authors of Kommentare in Germany, who may also be academic
accountants, operate in a market for interpretations and can also be included within the financial
reporting system (Barth 2000, Power 2004). Formal accounting standards may be produced by
standard setters, but we know that standardised forms of accounting also emerge de facto from
voluntary disclosure practices at the level of industrial fields and individual organisations. Thus,
specifying the agencies which produce rules and direct the financial reporting system may
require looking beyond formal standard setting bodies.

Describing the monitoring and enforcement sub-systems within the cycle raises similar chal-
lenges. In reality, each sub-system comprises loosely-coupled agencies. Some may be national
and others may be transnational in the scope of their work. While external auditors attract regu-
latory and analytical attention because of their role in assuring the quality of financial reporting,
slower to change climates of compliance, generated in part by professional associations’ ethical
codes, underpin operational internal control as the ‘first’ line of defence. For this reason, a more
complete version of Figure 1 for financial reporting must include the internal as well as the exter-
nal auditor.

All the various components of the financial reporting system have emerged and developed in
different ways over time. The system is therefore less coherent and integrated than Figure 1
suggests. However, the cyclical model of the system is useful in generating issues for further
investigation. For example, as the Kingman Review (2018) noted, standard setting at the
IASB level is institutionally disconnected from national modes of monitoring and enforcement.
Arguably this disconnection was a deliberate choice to create a standard setting body which was

Figure 1. The financial reporting system as a risk cycle.
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independent of ‘politics’ i.e. one with weak relational links to the monitoring and enforcement
parts of the system, which we know to be jurisdiction-specific (Leuz 2010). More generally,
the risk cycle model provokes critical systems thinking about the strength of relations within,
and between, different sub-system levels.

Figure 1 also provides a risk optic on the question of the purpose of the financial reporting
system, which in theory drives the design of standards. But which risk is being managed by the
financial reporting system – risks to decision usefulness and/or to stewardship (Gjesdal 1981)?
And for whom? Shareholders, debtholders, or prospective investors? These are not new ques-
tions about the purpose of financial reporting, but systems thinking shines a new light on
them. Paradoxically, while multiple purposes at different sub-system levels initially suggest
weakness and incoherence, from an ecology point of view this may be a source of system resi-
lience in complex environments, allowing the system to be selectively responsive to different
pressures. Systems thinking and mapping of the system as a risk cycle could also facilitate
researcher and regulator attention to the actual functions which may be at risk.

From the MBAR point of view, the deep purpose of the system is to generate financial
reporting information enabling investors to be well informed about management performance
by holding managers to contractual account as well as by supporting the complex process of
fair price formation. Earnings management, shading into fraud, is one of the risks to these pur-
poses which must be mitigated. From a political economy point of view, the risk is that financial
reporting preserves existing structures of power and fails to represent interests other than those
of shareholders. And from the gatekeeper point of view, the risk is primarily a principal-agent
problem of aligning the gatekeeper’s interests with their institutionally defined sub-system func-
tion leading to failure to produce the required trust via the exercise of their enforcement rights.

In summary, this section provides a preliminary conceptualisation of the financial reporting
system in terms of an architecture of interconnected sub-systems in a risk cycle. In effect, this is a
risk-based and cyclical version of the financial reporting supply chain. Each sub-system has its
own primary temporal mode for managing the risks to the purposes of financial reporting, but
prospective, real-time and retrospective modes necessarily overlap. This map of the financial
reporting system invites a focus on its dynamic characteristics and on the interactions and depen-
dencies linking the many agencies in play. Yet Figure 1 also generates challenges of specifica-
tion. I select three for discussion below, namely: boundaries, granularity, and rationality.

4.1. System boundaries

How should we delineate the boundaries of the financial reporting system? Which organisations
and agencies are included within it and which are part of the external environment or ecology of
the system? For example, are the technical departments of the large professional service firms
part of the system or not? Are analysts, internal auditors and even hedge funds to be included?
Do they fulfil material directing, detecting or enforcement roles? The role of law in financial
reporting provides a specific illustration of the challenge. Some parts of law are deeply embedded
in financial reporting, such as the regulation of distributable profits, insolvency and audit (Freed-
man and Power 1991). Yet other aspects of law and regulation play a more indirect role in con-
stituting the cultural climate for governance and the enforcement of rules. For example, the new
‘Senior Manager’ regulations in UK financial services overlap with the longstanding responsi-
bilities of professional institutes for the conduct of their members. This wider legal and govern-
ance infrastructure, indeed cultural respect for the rule of law itself, is important to financial
reporting (Ball 2001), but should it be represented as part of the financial reporting system or
not? In addition, there is the challenge of the transnational character of parts of the system.
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While monitoring and enforcement are likely to be at the level of national jurisdictions, standard
setters like IASB are transnational.

Fuzziness in system boundaries and jurisdictions is hardly surprising given that the insti-
tutional architecture within which financial reporting operates has not been consciously designed
but is heterogeneous and emergent. At best we can say that the financial reporting system is a
sub-system of the equally fuzzy system of corporate governance. Yet fuzzy boundaries may
also support the openness of the system to diverse influences, not least pressure for change in
financial reporting to encompass the emerging ESG and sustainability agendas (FRC 2020). In
theory, healthy systems are continually responsive and adaptive to changes in wider society
(Holling 2001). The financial reporting system and its subsystems are connected to each other
but are also linked to other systems – law, financial regulation, economy, politics, academia –
which constitute ‘linked ecologies’ (Abbott 1988, 2005, Mennicken 2010). The theory of
linked ecologies suggests that areas of fuzziness are likely to be points of important linkage
between financial reporting as a relatively discrete sub-system and other systems which are its
immediate significant neighbours.

Abbott (2005) argues that if there are too many of these links, such that there seems to be no
boundary at all between two systems, then it is questionable whether there are they really two
systems which interact as opposed to one with some internal complexity. This issue is relevant
to how we think of financial reporting in relation to corporate governance and draw the boundary
between them. Table 1 reminds us that specifying boundaries is likely also to depend on the per-
spective and interests of the system-modeller. Whatever system boundary is chosen is necessarily
a construct and is likely to reflect institutional definitions of the scope of regulatory responsibility.
Social systems like financial reporting are therefore observer constructs and political represen-
tations.We return to this point later in this essaywhenwe adopt the formal regulators’point of view.

4.2. System granularity

Even if there can be agreement about the agencies and boundaries of the financial reporting system,
Figure 1 reveals a further decision to be made, namely the level of granularity in specifying sub-
systems as units of analysis. Holling (2001, p. 391) argues that a representation of an ecology
should have a ‘requisite level of simplicity’ – excessive complexity obfuscates the benefits of
systems thinking and loses sight of the structural dynamics. Thus, a systems approach to financial
reporting must specify the smallest useful unit of sub-system analysis. Should this unit be clusters
of organisations with common functions (e.g. auditors), individual organisations, or even specific
human beings who play system roles (e.g. specific members of IASB)? There is clearly a trade-off
between the realism of ‘zooming in’ on system elements and the excessive complexity this creates
in which underlying structures and material interconnections are hard to see distinctly. For
example, as we zoom in on the enforcement function, the granularity of units of interest could
in principle increase from the audit profession, to the Big 4, to Firm A’s audit practice, to Firm
A’s FTSE 100 Financial Services lead audit partner. As we do this, what emerges is less describable
as a ‘system’ of financial reporting and more of a complex network or assemblage. This may be its
ultimate reality but the price of this realism is a lost sense of the whole and its structures. The
choice of sub-system granularity for mapping an RRR is therefore an important one and suggests
that systems thinking about financial reporting requires methodological care.

4.3. System rationality

The third initial challenge for specifying the financial reporting system concerns its rationality.
Systems thinking in many areas has been motivated by dreams of machine-like control
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(Mirowski 2002). The cyclical version of Risk Regulation Regime (RRR) model in Figure 1 pre-
serves the functional rationality of this system dream i.e. given a system function to manage a
specific risk, it focuses on how it generates standards, monitors their implementation, imposes
sanctions for non-compliance and learns how to self-regulate more effectively in the face of
shocks and events. However, the more rationalistic and machine-like the specification of the
system, the less realistic and descriptive it is likely to be, leading to misplaced practical expec-
tations as well as theoretical overstatement. And the more granular and liberal the specification of
sub-systems, the less that their functional rationality can be presumed and the more that ‘garbage
can’ metaphors of self-organisation are descriptive. From a political economy approach, the
functional rationality of the system as whole is hostage to the rationality of highly distributed
agencies looking to maintain their power and economic rents as intermediaries. Indeed, more
granularity may increase the relevance of political economy and agency-theoretic approaches
to financial reporting and their focus on power and incentives respectively. Furthermore, the
focus on rationality reveals how the very notion of ‘system’ presumes a coherence and unity
of purpose which is aspirational but which may not be possible.

In summary, efforts to think of financial reporting as a risk-based system, drawing upon
systems and ecology theory, must confront: issues of boundary specification and linkages to
other systems; the granularity of sub-system specification; and assumptions about the rationality
and controllability of any system. But who is likely to have an interest in addressing these issues
and modelling the financial reporting system in the first place? This is the pragmatic issue which
concerns the remainder of this essay.

5. Implications for regulators: representing and intervening

So far our engagement with systems theory and system thinking has been at a level of abstraction.
In the remainder of this essaywe address the practical implications of these reflections for thework
of a regulatory agency like FRC in the UK and its proposed successor ARGA (BEIS 2021). As
noted at the outset of this essay, recent policy reactions to corporate scandals in the UK have
appealed to ideas of system and eco-system. The logic of such retrospective diagnoses is implicitly
inductive,moving from the specific case to its general implications, from the event to the necessary
reform at the level of system. But how can a formal body which is given system responsibilities by
the legislature know whether its reactions to events are proportionate, and whether proposed
reforms and interventions will be effective, if it does not understand the interconnections and
dependencies which characterise the system and its sub-systems in the first place?

This is a live question for any organisation with formal regulatory responsibilities. The daunt-
ing intellectual task of understanding the system may explain why there is a tendency for reforms
to be incremental rather than fundamental. Yet, a serious interest in the financial reporting system
requires that regulators embrace systems thinking more substantially, see themselves as part of a
RRR, and engage in mapping/modelling it with a view to enhancing their interventions. Indeed,
to borrow from the philosopher Ian Hacking (1983) we might assert that the task of a regulator of
financial reporting is to ‘represent and intervene’, to represent the domain to be regulated and to
intervene in it on the basis of that representation according to its objectives. If this can be done for
the macro-economy, then why not for the financial reporting system?

Financial reporting regulators have always operated with one or more implicit models of the
financial reporting system. But if and when they make this model explicit, a number of further
challenging issues arise in addition to those already noted above. Three key issues for the prac-
tical mapping of the financial reporting system are considered below: positioning the regulator
itself ‘within’ the system; dealing with system complexity and indeterminacy; and estimating
the costs and benefits of any mapping/modelling exercise.
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5.1. Regulators in the system

One of the first tasks in mapping/modelling the financial reporting system is for a regulator to
reflect on its own ‘position’ and capability within the system. Politicians may imagine a regulat-
ory organisation to be in a central ‘steering’ role somehow outside of the system – the risk regu-
lation regime – observing it and controlling its operations. Indeed, our regulatory language of
‘oversight’ implies this kind of model of hierarchical/external control of the system. Yet, societal
expectations of regulatory organisations are known to overestimate their capacity for control.
ARGA is proposed to replace FRC yet it will most likely inherit even greater expectations of
control and steering of the financial reporting system. Regulators usually understand that they
have few hard levers of control and that there are likely to be different perspectives on how a
system should operate. They face reputational risk and worse arising from this gap between per-
ceived and real capacity.

Regulatory theories challenge the hierarchical oversight model, developing instead
‘decentred’ and ‘distributed’ models of regulation (Baldwin et al. 2012). These models share
a common rejection of command and control regulatory styles and recognise the multi-perspec-
tival, multi-level, and distributed nature of regulatory activity. These theories are also more con-
sistent with eco-system models which focus on the self-organising and adaptive properties of
systems. In effect, there is a lot of distributed ‘regulatory’ activity (‘Lines of defence’) in the
financial reporting system and the regulatory organisation, knowing this, can seek to influence
it as well as explicitly direct.

In summary, in mapping the financial reporting system as whole, Figure 1 suggests that
formal regulators will be just one source of regulatory activity among others. Yet, if the regu-
lation of financial reporting risk is widely dispersed across diverse agencies and actors then, bor-
rowing from ecology thinking, this diversity and low interconnectedness may in fact contribute
to system resilience. A formal financial reporting regulator with system responsibilities can, if
society via the legislature will allow it, operationalise its purpose in terms of monitoring these
system dynamics and promoting and nurturing this distributed regulatory diversity. Indeed, not-
withstanding the invention of new regulatory powers and ‘big sticks’ with which to retrospec-
tively discipline company directors and auditors (BEIS 2021), a financial reporting regulator
has no choice but to cooperate prospectively with professional bodies to nurture resilient first
lines of defence at the level of professional conduct and ethics.

5.2. System complexity

A second related challenge for a regulator is system complexity. As noted above, the more rea-
listic and granular the specification of the system and its sub-systems, the more numerous are the
connections within and between these sub-systems. The specification of the financial reporting
system must be as simple as possible but also have enough complexity to capture the material
interacting features of the system. It must be capable of representing the demand for, and
supply of, financial reporting which defines the supply chain or infrastructure (Ball 2001) and
the risks at each material point of this chain. It may be that an initially detailed and complex
map is important to disrupt conventional thinking by highlighting mutually dependent com-
ponents which contribute to the regulation of financial reporting risk, and which cannot be
changed independently of one another. From this starting point, model complexity can be
refined to map key sub-systems (Holling 2001, p. 391). In this way, critical points of failure
and weakness in the supply chain may come into view and acquire focus. Regulators would
have to decide how to combine a focus on entities and individuals as ‘natural’ units of enforce-
ment with a focus on sub-systems and their interconnectedness. Research provides numerous
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tools for doing the latter, such as social network analysis which is more aligned with emergentist,
rather than functionalist, conceptions of system (Scott 1988). Network defined ‘distance’
between agencies; flows of information and/or people; measures of centrality (power) and mar-
ginality in a network could all be applied to the financial reporting system with potentially inter-
esting results. For example, network visualisation techniques could ‘test’ intuitions about the
significance of a specific regulator or of auditors in the system. It could also reveal how the finan-
cial reporting system and the financial system are ‘linked ecologies’ (Mennicken 2010) and the
nature and location of critical inter-system connections.

5.3. Cost–benefit of system mapping

While modelling and mapping the financial reporting system is interesting for its own sake, regu-
latory organisations must also consider how much time, intellectual effort and money to invest in
mapping andmodelling the systemoffinancial reporting.Whatmight the costs and benefits of such
an exercise be? Here their work could be usefully informed by efforts tomodel systemic risk in the
wake of the 2009 financial crisis, when interconnectedness in the interbank market was poorly
understood and risks to the financial system had incubated invisibly. Is it possible to build an
analytical model for financial reporting, as others have done for systemic risk in the banking
system (e.g. Hautsch et al. 2015)? Holling (2001, p. 391) argues that such an integrated model
of an ecology will only be useful if it is: as ‘simple as possible but no simpler’ (a phrase attributed
to Einstein); is ‘dynamic and prescriptive not static and descriptive’; and, crucially, embraces
‘uncertainty and unpredictability’. At the time of writing, we may have the first of these qualities
in our understanding of the financial reporting system, but not the second and third.

A key cost–benefit issue is the prescriptivity and actionability of any system model. Would it
improve the existing capacity to regulate? Would it enhance early warning capabilities of system
monitoring in real time? Would it prospectively nurture valuable system changes? In short, could
system mapping be additive to existing regulatory interventions in the same way that models of
the economy have influenced the formation of macroeconomics and related interventions? Using
models to represent and intervene in fields is fraught with challenges because they are necessarily
simplifications of complexity – they are ‘mini worlds’ (Morgan 2012). However, any model of
the financial reporting system would be a means to a defined end or purpose; it may not require a
perfect model to target key sub-system functions.

6. Discussion

As noted in the introduction, this paper is an experiment. It is an attempt to initiate a conversation
between systems thinking and financial reporting. Some readers will see all this as wasted effort
since they know very well what the constitutive elements of the financial reporting system are –
legislatures, standard setters, board directors, financial regulators, professions, auditors (See
ICAEW 2019). And in some ways they would be right. A model of the financial reporting
system without these agencies would lack credibility. Yet, as we try to specify and represent
this system in greater detail, paying attention to subsystems with different speeds of change
and function, to boundary issues and to interconnectedness both internally and across ecologies,
it is much less straightforward.

Despite these challenges, systems thinking is usefully critical and forensic in intent. Its
purpose is to question accepted ways of looking at things. Thus, a valuable map or model of
the financial reporting system could reveal areas which have been neglected or which have
received disproportionate attention. Systems thinking also goes beyond a conventional and
static focus on independent organisational entities and begins from the presumption of their
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mutual dependence within layered sub-systems. Arguably, the formal organisational indepen-
dence of external auditors has preoccupied regulators at the expense of a systems-based under-
standing of their operational dependencies (Power 2009b). In addition, the linked ecologies
approach could reveal how users of different kinds are, or are not, attached to the financial report-
ing system, and the dynamics of this attachment. In effect, bringing to life the ‘stakeholder capit-
alism’ features of s.172 of the UK Companies Act is a project of enhancing linkages between
reporting and stakeholders, including but not restricted to investors. These links are sources of
innovation and change in the financial reporting system.

Both political economy approaches and the economics of agency remind us that systems and
sub-systems are populated by intermediaries with varying abilities to protect their own interests
at the expense of the purpose of the system. In this sense, the financial reporting system is per-
vaded by power and politics (e.g. Arnold 2012, Botzem 2012, Correia 2014). This politics means
that the financial reporting system will never conform to the cybernetic functionalist ideal of an
RRR risk cycle with clear standards of performance which are monitored and enforced, leading
to regular feedback and system adjustment. However, the RRR template is a useful way to think
about system architecture. The fit is not perfect but it surfaces questions which may not otherwise
get asked from an organisational entity perspective. Regulators must find a way to include power
relations in any model, not least the power of large corporations.

To conclude, the test of the benefit in modelling the financial reporting system is whether it
enhances the oversight and action capacities of the regulatory function, which is part of the self-
organising ecology of the system, both to promote improvement and manage risk. So let us now
engage in a thought experiment and imagine the role of a non-executive director of the future
regulator ARGA, which is responsible for the financial reporting system. She sits on the
newly formed risk committee of ARGA with oversight responsibilities for that system and is
intent on realising the benefits of modelling the system. Such a director will value any map or
model less for its purity or realism and more for the issues it makes visible, the questions it
enables to be asked, and the actionability it generates. In terms of the risk cycle architecture
depicted in Figure 1, the imaginary NED will wish to answer at least some of the following
questions.

6.1. Standard setting sub-system (prospective mode)

. Where in this sub-system are the different purposes of the system represented and how is
this communicated to other parts of the system and agreed upon? (The Brydon Review in
the UK suggests that the concept of the ‘true and fair view’ is no longer a helpful charac-
terisation of the purpose of financial statements, requiring a change in the law).

. What are the key interfaces, gateways or linkages which enable the financial reporting
system to be responsive to changes in society and business, and to the overall societal
goal of supporting successful, sustainable organisations and safe and fulfilling work-
places? Can we play a role in strengthening those linkages to inform the prospective
view of the system?

. What is the quality of our oversight of the production of accounting standards? In the UK,
much will depend on how the Endorsement Board, formed in 2021, will operate.

. Understood as a risk regulation regime, what are the key risks in the system? Is it possible
to articulate a tolerance for entity failure at the level of the financial reporting system as a
whole which informs the work of sub-systems? Do we understand clearly why the failure
of Carillion was not considered to be within that risk tolerance?

. Are we confident about our understanding of all the gatekeeping functions in the system,
their responsibilities for managing financial reporting risk, their co-dependencies and their
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enforcement capacity? What can be learned from the way Germany is dismantling its
financial reporting enforcement system?.1

. How well do we understand our own role within the system and our dependencies? Do we
have the capacity to observe the system and its dynamics, including the effects of our own
interventions?

. How can we avoid ‘illusions of control’ (Langer 1975) and accept we are not fully in
control of a self-regulating eco-system, despite public expectation? Where are the
optimal points of possible nudge and intervention and do we have the right tools for this?

6.2. Monitoring sub-system (real time mode)

. Are we investing enough in our capacity to monitor compliance? Where in the system do
we need ‘safe harbours’ to unblock and incentivise crucial information flow?

. Where in the financial reporting system do we find early warning tools for fraud, earnings
management and bankruptcy? Are they in the optimal institutional locations and how do
we design information channels for early warnings which avoid the risk of self-fulfilling
prophecy?

. Do we have an adequate line of sight into the foundational sources of risk regulation which
exist in ‘first line of defence’ activities? How can we improve our understanding of the role
of professions and the values of professionalism in underpinning the system?

. Do we understand the role of internal auditing and internal control as sources of continuous
self-regulation of the system? Does the model help to understand the role of both internal
and external auditors in the production of trust?

. How often should we ‘run’ the model of the financial reporting system in order to under-
stand how components and relationalities are changing over time? Does the model reveal
where there are different speeds and potential pressures for change in the system? Does our
model enable a better understanding of critical points of heightened risk or weakness in the
financial reporting system in order to direct monitoring?

6.3. Enforcement sub-system (retrospective)

. Are sanctions against individuals and firms within the system sufficiently graduated and
robust to be credible levers of behaviour modification? Where in the system are the key
interfaces with legal remedies and are they effective?

. How are the sub-systems of the financial reporting system evolving? Is the system becom-
ing more complex and fragmented? How are power relations shifting?

. Is this a ‘productionist’ system which is primarily driven by accountants and preparers? Is
it a closed, homogenous ‘system of thought’ focused on standard setting and auditing
institutions?

. How, in the face of disruptive events like the collapse of Carillion, can we use the model to
discriminate between system failure and failure within a sub-system? How can we avoid
overreacting to single instances of even large corporate failure by calling the entire finan-
cial reporting system into doubt?

. How can the financial reporting system learn and innovate? How can ARGA encourage
and nurture biodiversity of sources of self-organisation across all sub-systems?

1‘Germany to overhaul accounting regulation after Wirecard collapse.’ Financial Times 28th of June 2020.
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This list of questions that a NED of ARGA may wish to address is indicative rather than com-
prehensive. However, the questions suggest how a model of the financial reporting system for a
regulator can sharpen the focus on key relations, activities and gaps, which existing static rep-
resentations of entities cannot provide. The goal of modelling is to represent the complex
ecology of financial reporting sufficiently clearly to enable meaningful enquiry, reflection and
intervention. Importantly, a model also provides regulators with the intellectual resources to
resist political pressure to rush into reform and spend public money on creating new institutions
and new rules, when what may be needed is to make the existing system work more effectively.

7. Conclusion

‘The financial reporting system – what is it?’ In this essay I have argued that to begin to answer
this question seriously it is necessary to explore what is meant by ‘system’ and then determine its
possible application to the field of financial reporting. Accordingly, rather than providing a clear
cut answer to the question, we have focused more on how financial reporting might be usefully
represented as a system and on the methodological challenges of doing this. First, we looked at
system theories including ecology. Then we searched for systems ideas in three overlapping clus-
ters of accounting research, concluding that they emphasise different systems characteristics. We
sought to blend these characteristics within the model of a ‘risk regulation regime’ which could
be applied to financial reporting. At this point critical challenges in modelling the financial
reporting system were considered, especially for financial reporting regulators. A model
which represents a system must have a point, and must be actionable. Finally, in a thought exper-
iment, we adopted the standpoint of a hypothetical non-executive director with system-wide
responsibilities and considered the questions that they would hope to address using a model
of the financial reporting system. Systems thinking and modelling are likely to be a non-
trivial investments for a regulator of financial reporting, but could be important in enabling
such a body to explicitly embrace uncertainty and avoid illusions of control.
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